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Practice Makes Possibility: How to Get Spotted for 
a Promotion, Get a Raise and Look Forward to 
Coming to Work Again

BENEFITS TO THE AUDIENCE:
• Gain confidence for every situation.
• Focus on success instead of failure.
• Handle greater responsibility with ease.
• Improve relationships with bosses and coworkers.
• Magnify your value to the company.
• Eliminate embarrassment when speaking up in meetings.
• Develop leadership qualities.
• Close more sales.
• Get 5-star reviews.

AVAILABLE FOR:
• Virtual live events and summits.
• In-person live conferences and retreats.
• Specialty workshops and panels.
• Podcast interviews and Facebook group lives.
• Clubhouse guesting and moderating.

PROGRAM TITLE

PAST PROGRAMS 

“Speaker has great examples, enthusiasm, audience 
engagement.” ~Amy McGrath

“This speaker will inspire you to TAKE ACTION on your 
dreams. Most importantly, Marty is sincere in his 
encouragement because he really believes in your ability to 
succeed.” ~Russell McCall

“His humble but effective approach spurs on speakers from
rookies to professionals.” ~Bob Ramsey

“I’m highly experienced and have grown as a speaker 
because of Marty’s work. I have witnessed beginners 
thrive through his work too.” ~Donnell King

“I’ve gained so much valuable feedback and loved the 
group’s positive environment.” ~Lea Tran

Marty Dickinson

Marty Dickinson is the founder of Speakers Speak LIVE, a weekly,
international, virtual live event for professional speakers to
practice their speaking and event facilitation skills. The format
inspires participants to keep a positive mindset, collaborate with
a wide diversity of attendees, and communicate effectively with
internationally dispersed members in planning for, and
conducting, a successful professional meeting. He has also
mentored hundreds of working professionals and students to
overcome their fear of public speaking. Marty believes employees
of any company, from line workers to management, can benefit
from adopting his community-driven presentation practice skills
development format.

MEET MARTY



1. What is the real reason people hate their jobs?

2. How can overcoming your fear help your career and relationships? 

3. Why will most companies not recover if they’re in a downturn now?

4. Why do so many companies struggle to retain their employees?

5. Why practice public speaking if you do not give presentations at work?

6. Can anyone overcome their fear of public speaking?

7. What is the cure for shyness and lack of confidence?

8. What are managers and executives looking for in promotion candidates?

9. Why are the best speakers changing the way they present to audiences? 

10. What is the true secret to keeping customers and clients for years?
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10  QUESTIONS TO ASK MARTY ON A PANEL, PODCAST OR RADIO PROGRAM

“A book that will not only show you how to dig deep to figure out what you want from every area of your life, but 
also what you need to do to go and get it.” ~Carla Chapman

“Not only a bridge to success, but the blueprints for building a CUSTOMIZED bridge unique to each and every one 
of us.” ~Steve Doherty

“If you feel unfocused or at a loss for the next step you want to take, in life in general or in business, then this is 
the book for you.” ~Christine Krueger

TESTIMONIALS FROM READERS OF THE BOOK
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